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Chairman Raskin, Ranking Member Roy, and members of the Subcommittee, thank you for inviting me to testify about the deficiencies in the federal government’s response to white supremacist violence. Organized white supremacist violence has posed an enduring threat in the United States since its founding. The debate over what to call this violence, however, is relatively new, as are current and former Justice Department officials’ claims that they need new laws to properly address it. This argument came as a surprise to me, because when my fellow FBI agents asked me to go undercover against violent neo-Nazis in Los Angeles in 1992, no one at the Justice Department questioned our legal authority to do so, or hesitated to call the violent acts that white supremacists committed “terrorism.” That operation was opened as a domestic terrorism investigation supported by the Joint Terrorism Task Force. We solved several bombings, seized dozens of illegal weapons, and prevented other planned acts of violence. Using traditional law enforcement tactics, we obtained criminal convictions under a variety of federal statutes.

Today, when white supremacists commit deadly attacks such as the recent mass shooting at a San Diego synagogue, their crimes often fit the federal definitions of both domestic terrorism and hate crimes, as well as state statutes like murder. Though the laws governing these crimes all carry substantial penalties, the designation as either “domestic terrorism” or “hate crimes” is important chiefly because Justice Department policies de-prioritize hate crimes investigations. The Justice Department often arbitrarily categorizes white supremacist violence that targets people based on their race, religion, national origin, gender, sexual orientation, gender identity, or disability. But this has significant consequences for how federal officials frame these crimes in public statements, how they prioritize and track them, and whether they will investigate and prosecute them.

Terrorism investigations are the FBI’s number one priority and are well-resourced. They tend to look broadly to determine if an ongoing criminal organization may have supported the terrorist attack or are planning new ones. Civil rights violations like hate crimes rank fifth out of eight investigative priorities, and investigations tend to focus narrowly on an individual attack or attacker. To make matters worse, the Justice Department, as a matter of policy and practice, defers the vast majority of hate crimes investigations to state and local law enforcement, without any federal evaluation to determine if the perpetrators are part of a larger violent far-right group. State and local law enforcement are often ill-equipped or unwilling to properly respond to these
crimes. As a result, the Justice Department doesn’t know how many people militant white supremacists attack, injure, or kill each year in the United States, which leaves intelligence analysts and policy makers in the dark about the impact this violence inflicts on our society, or how to best address it. More importantly, the failure to properly label and respond to far-right violence deprives victimized communities of basic human dignity and equal protection of the law.

Though white supremacist attacks represent just a tiny proportion of the violence that takes place in the U.S. each year, they require specific attention because they pose a persistent threat to vulnerable communities, particularly communities of color, immigrants, LGBTQ people, women, the disabled, and religious minorities. These communities are already disproportionately victimized by other forms of violent crime, including police violence, many of which are never prosecuted. Additionally, the organized nature of the white supremacist groups that often commit this type of violence allows them to quickly replace any member who is arrested and incarcerated, and to continue threatening further acts of violence after any individual crime is successfully prosecuted. Finally, hate crimes are intended to inflict injuries beyond their direct victims, threatening and intimidating entire communities of people who share similar attributes and inflicting a greater social harm. These crimes demand a more comprehensive and strategic government response that recognizes and more effectively redresses this broader injury rather than simply increasing criminal penalties.

Developing more effective federal policies to address far-right violence requires a new approach that better protects vulnerable communities from all forms of deadly violence, and remediates the communal injuries these crimes inflict through restorative justice practices.

**New Laws Are Unnecessary and May Cause Harm**

Current and former Justice Department officials have been calling for a new domestic terrorism statute to combat far-right violence, but there are already dozens of federal statutes carrying severe penalties that are available to investigators and prosecutors pursuing these crimes, as detailed in our report, “Wrong Priorities for Fighting Terrorism.” Which of these statutes prosecutors ultimately charge in a particular case is far less important than how Justice Department officials label these
attacks in public statements when they occur, and how they prioritize, resource, and track the investigation and prosecution of these crimes. Under current policies, when Justice Department officials call these attacks “hate crimes” and place them far down their priority list, they are sending victimized communities the unmistakable message that the government values their lives less. The Justice Department doesn’t need new laws, it needs new policies.

There is reason to fear that new laws expanding the Justice Department’s counterterrorism powers will not make Americans safer from terrorist violence. Instead, they may further entrench existing disparities regarding which communities the government targets with its most aggressive tactics, with serious implications for Americans’ free speech, association, and equal protection rights. The Justice Department has a history of prioritizing cases that target civil rights, anti-war, social justice, and environmental protest groups over those investigating white supremacist violence. For years the FBI maintained that “eco-terrorism,” which hasn’t produced any U.S. fatalities over many decades, was the primary domestic terrorism threat. While environmental protest groups have engaged in civil disobedience and property damage, this activity could only very rarely be considered “dangerous to human life,” which is a necessary element of the statutory definition of domestic terrorism. In 2010, the Justice Department Inspector General criticized the FBI for treating non-violent civil disobedience and vandalism as justification to conduct lengthy and aggressive terrorism investigations of environmental activists, racial and social justice protesters, and peace advocates.

Recent evidence suggests the Justice Department is continuing to treat protests as terrorism, particularly in its monitoring of minority-led movements like Native American water protectors and Black Lives Matter activists, falsely framed as “black identity extremists.” Its failed attempt to prosecute more than 200 anti-Trump activists who were near where some windows were broken and a limousine was lit on fire during the #J20 post-inauguration protests stands in sharp contrast to the relative handful of federal arrests arising from more than two years of far-right rioting across the country where journalists and counter-protesters were beaten, stabbed, shot, and killed. The Intercept published an analysis of 752 cases the Justice Department classified as domestic terrorism since 9/11, and found only 268 involved far-right defendants who were charged with crimes that met the federal definition of terrorism.
Congress must also be cautious that any new law aimed at white supremacist violence could prove ineffective or worse, be misused to target the groups it intends to protect. Though African Americans make up only about 13.4 percent of the U.S. population, state and local law enforcement agencies identified them as offenders in 21.3 percent of the hate crimes they reported in 2017. Most hate crimes statutes work by expanding criminal liabilities and/or increasing existing penalties for otherwise prosecutable offenses when evidence of a biased motivation can be demonstrated. This penal approach to hate crimes conflicts with research, corroborated by the Justice Department’s National Institute of Justice, which demonstrates that even draconian penalties have not proven effective deterrents to crime. The number of bias offenses reported in victim surveys has been remarkably consistent over decades and arguably even increasing in recent years, despite the enactment of new hate crimes laws.

Rather than giving the Justice Department new powers that could be abused to further target minority groups and political dissidents instead of terrorists, Congress should intensify its oversight of federal counterterrorism and civil rights programs to ensure that security resources are directed toward the deadliest threats, and that all Americans receive equal protection under the law. Congress must require that counterterrorism resource decisions be based on objective evaluations of the physical harm different groups pose to human life, rather than on political considerations that prioritize the safety of some communities over others.

**Current Laws Provide Ample Authority to Police Far-Right Violence**

The term “terrorism” is best understood as a rhetorical device that describes violence the government or society particularly despises. There is a debate regarding whether it is an appropriate term for legal proceedings, as its use tends to politicize prosecutions of criminal acts already prohibited by other laws, but the Justice Department has embraced it. The problem is that federal officials use the terrorism label most frequently to describe criminal activity by Muslims, and balk at using it when the perpetrator is white. Congress has codified a facially neutral definition of what conduct can be considered domestic terrorism, so it is crucial that Justice Department officials apply the term equally, regardless of the identity of the perpetrator.
Federal law defines domestic terrorism as illegal acts occurring in the U.S. that are “dangerous to human life” and appear to be “intended to intimidate or coerce a civilian population.” Though this statutory definition does not itself impose any criminal liability, Congress identified 51 “federal crimes of terrorism” targeting the types of violent acts domestic far-right militants commonly commit, and passed a 52nd law that further prohibits material support toward the commission of these crimes.

In addition, Congress passed five federal hate crimes laws outlawing violence directed at people because of bias against their race, religion, national origin, gender, sexual orientation, gender identity, or disability; designed to interfere with their free exercise of constitutional rights; deprive them of housing; or targeting places of religious devotion. Hate crimes can involve anything from minor property crimes like vandalism all the way up to mass murder. Clearly not all of these crimes could or should be considered terrorism, but there is an obvious overlap between hate crimes that involve deadly violence and domestic terrorism, as they are both intended to frighten, intimidate, and coerce a civilian population. Because far-right violence often targets communities protected by hate crimes statutes, these laws can be effective tools for prosecutors in cases labeled as domestic terrorism investigations.

The Justice Department recognizes an overlap between organized white supremacist violence that meets the definition of domestic terrorism and hate crimes. FBI policy instructs agents conducting a federal hate crime investigation to open a parallel domestic terrorism investigation whenever the suspect has “a nexus to any kind of white supremacist group.” It appears, however, that the FBI does not always follow this policy. Despite the Attorney General calling the Charlottesville vehicle attack an act of terrorism, the FBI and U.S. Attorney’s office labeled the investigation of Alex Fields’ murder of Heather Heyer during the 2017 “Unite the Right” rally in Charlottesville a “civil rights investigation,” seemingly ignoring that it took place during a pre-planned white supremacist riot. To be clear, the decision to ultimately charge Fields under federal hate crimes statutes exposes him to severe punishment, including the death penalty, so no new laws are necessary to fully address his crime even if none of the 51 “federal crimes of terrorism” could have been charged. But labeling a case as a hate crime investigation at the onset narrows the scope of these inquiries to the individual act, rather than examining it as a part of a potentially larger and ongoing domestic terrorism conspiracy.
Where the perpetrators of far-right violence act as a group, organized crime statutes also provide a robust mechanism to dismantle these criminal enterprises. When federal officials open a domestic terrorism investigation they can use all of these federal laws and a multitude of others to prosecute the case. Justice Department records listed 66 different federal statutes as the lead charge on four or more domestic terrorism prosecutions from 2013 through 2017. A recent example of far-right attacks that Justice Department officials quickly and publicly labeled as acts of terrorism include a militia group’s fire-bombings of a Minnesota mosque and Illinois abortion clinic. The Justice Department prosecuted the militia members using a terrorism statute, a hate crime statute, and an organized crime statute.

Where the available evidence gathered during a domestic terrorism investigation suggests state laws would be more effective to properly address the crime, federal agents can refer these cases to state and local prosecutors. Recent examples of far-right violence that appear to have met the statutory definition of domestic terrorism but resulted in no federal charges include the 2018 slaying of a gay Jewish man in California by a member of the violent neo-Nazi group Atomwaffen Division, the 2017 murder of a black man in New York City by a white supremacist intent on starting a race war, and the 2016 vehicular homicide of a black man in Oregon by a member of European Kindred, a white supremacist prison gang. State and local prosecutors charged these perpetrators with hate crimes and, in the New York City case, with violating a state terrorism statute, indications that the crimes likely met the federal definition of domestic terrorism as well, as they were deadly and intended to intimidate a civilian population. But the Justice Department does not properly account for them, or other deadly white supremacist crimes occurring across the country, as potential acts of domestic terrorism.

Flawed Policies Blind Policy Makers and Leave Communities Less Secure

Since 9/11, the Justice Department has prioritized “international terrorism” investigations, which in practice primarily target Muslims, over “domestic terrorism” investigations, which do not. International terrorism investigations often involve aggressive monitoring and infiltration of Muslim, Arab, Middle Eastern, South Asian, and African American communities throughout the U.S. to pre-emptively identify and selectively prosecute “radicalized” individuals who might express opposition to U.S. foreign policies or support for groups the U.S. designates as foreign terrorist
organizations, but have not attempted to commit violent acts. These efforts include highly problematic “countering violent extremism” (CVE) programs that rely on long-discredited theories of terrorist radicalization. CVE programs are stigmatizing and divisive to the communities they target, and have not proven effective in reducing violence. The federal government’s “domestic terrorism” efforts, on the other hand, investigate and prosecute only a tiny percentage of the violent acts committed by white nationalists and other far-right militants.

FBI officials recently indicated that 80 percent of its counterterrorism field agents work international cases, and only 20 percent domestic. This distribution is not proportionate with the comparative number of annual attacks and fatalities caused by international versus domestic terrorists, based on the available data compiled by academic researchers and advocacy groups. Researchers at the National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and Response to Terrorism compiled an Extremist Crime Database (ECDB) to collect open-source data on the violent and non-violent criminal activities of far-right groups. ECDB researchers identified 450 fatalities from 210 far-right attacks they deemed “ideologically-motivated” between 1990–2018. The Anti-Defamation League includes 52 police officers among the victims killed by far-right militants over that period.

Yet even within the domestic terrorism program, the FBI has not prioritized investigations of white supremacist violence, for years listing “eco-terrorism” as the number one threat. It recently announced the reorganization of its domestic terrorism program categories, creating a new “racially-motivated violent extremism” category that swallows up what had previously been separate categories for white supremacists and what the FBI called “black identity extremists.” Seven U.S. senators have complained that this change masks the scope of white supremacist violence and the resources the FBI devotes to investigating them.

The Justice Department further obscures the data regarding white supremacist violence by arbitrarily designating a significant portion of these deadly attacks as hate crimes without any evaluation to determine whether the crimes fit the definition of domestic terrorism, or were committed by a member of an organized racist group with a history of violence. Its policy to defer the investigation of these crimes to state and local law enforcement exacerbates this problem, and makes it more difficult to track racist violence. In 1990, Congress passed the Hate Crimes Statistics Act,
requiring the Justice Department to collect national data regarding bias crimes.\textsuperscript{25} As a matter of policy, however, the Justice Department chooses instead to rely on state and local law enforcement agencies to voluntarily report hate crimes to the FBI through the Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) system, rather than conducting its own investigations and data collection activities regarding these crimes. The problem is that not all police agencies submit data to the UCR system, and the vast majority of those that participate consistently report zero hate crimes, making this data woefully incomplete.\textsuperscript{26} Congress should compel the Justice Department to comply with the law.

Where states have appropriate laws and the will to enforce them, the Justice Department’s policy of deferring the investigation and prosecution of hate crimes to state and local authorities might make sense. The majority of hate crimes, which do not involve violence harmful to human life and are often committed by juveniles or people with underlying mental health issues, can certainly be better handled by local authorities. But where the hate crimes involve deadly violence, and especially when the perpetrators are involved with white supremacist groups that have previously engaged in violence, the federal government should take notice and conduct an evaluation to determine if a federal investigation is more appropriate. Failing to do so deprives its agents and analysts of intelligence necessary to fully understand the threat and leaves all communities at risk.

Unfortunately, not all states have laws that are effectively tailored to address bias-motivated crimes, and many that do have these laws rarely enforce them. As a result, most hate crimes investigations deferred to the states fall into an accountability void. In 2017, 87.4 percent of the 16,149 state and local law enforcement agencies participating in the federal Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) system reported no hate crimes within their jurisdictions.\textsuperscript{27} The remaining 12.6 percent of law enforcement agencies that reported at least one hate crime in 2017 identified a total of 7,175 incidents involving more than 8,800 victims, including 990 aggravated assaults, 15 murders, and 23 rapes.\textsuperscript{28} The more than 2,300 property crimes involving destruction, damage, or vandalism they reported in 2017 are aggregated in the UCR data, so it is impossible to distinguish between a potential terrorist act, like a bombing, versus racist graffiti scribbled in on a bathroom wall based on these records.\textsuperscript{29}

Justice Department crime victim surveys indicate there were about 230,000 violent hate crime victimizations each year from 2004 to 2015, yet federal
prosecutors try only about 25 defendants in hate crimes cases each year.\textsuperscript{30} The true number of white supremacist hate crimes and the damage this violence inflicts on American communities remains unmeasured, depriving intelligence analysts and policy makers of information necessary to craft effective solutions, and undermining public trust in law enforcement in underserved communities.

The Justice Department’s reliance on state and local law enforcement to police the vast majority of bias-motivated violence ignores the natural obstacles and disincentives that inhibit their ability to effectively prosecute these cases. No governor or mayor wants to report high numbers of hate crimes within their territories. Even where local politicians encourage hate crimes enforcement, pursuing these charges is challenging. Typically, these laws require police and prosecutors to prove that a specific bias motivated the crime, and often that it was the only motivation. For the most egregious cases involving violent crimes like murder, aggravated assault, and rape, the prosecutor’s additional effort to prove a hate crime enhancement may not significantly increase the sentences imposed.\textsuperscript{31} ProPublica examined 981 hate crimes reported in Texas from 2010 to 2015, for example, and found only 8 were successfully prosecuted using hate crimes statutes.\textsuperscript{32}

A bigger problem, however, is that the minority, immigrant, LGBTQ, and dissident communities targeted by far-right violence often have fraught relationships with law enforcement agencies that tend to over-police them as crime suspects, yet underserve them when they are crime victims. Half of the violent crime committed in the U.S. each year goes unsolved, including almost 40 percent of homicides and 64 percent of rapes.\textsuperscript{33} Disproportionately high rates of these unsolved homicide victims across the country are black, Native American, LGBTQ, and migrants, some number of which are likely bias crimes.\textsuperscript{34} This broken trust with law enforcement is reflected in the Justice Department’s crime victim surveys, which indicate less than half of violent hate crime victimizations are reported to police, and only 4 percent result in arrests.\textsuperscript{35}
Recommendations for A New Approach to White Supremacist Violence:

1. Reforming Police Practices to Restore Community Trust

Minority communities are disproportionately victims of many different kinds of violence, including at the hands of law enforcement, and are often denied equal protection when they seek justice. A comprehensive strategy to protect these communities from white supremacist terrorism and hate crimes must include measures to address these disparities and to reform police practices.

The Justice Department has an important role in holding law enforcement officials accountable for civil rights violations, but these cases are rarely prosecuted. Recent allegations of police cooperation with or assistance to far-right groups involved in violent protests should be fully investigated. Congress should also investigate what role the FBI played in providing or failing to provide intelligence to state and local police agencies regarding the violent far-right riots that took place across the country beginning in 2016. Many of the groups and individuals participating in violence during the Charlottesville “Unite the Right” rally had previously engaged in violence at rallies in Huntington Beach, San Bernardino, Sacramento, and Berkeley, California. Others that participated in violence in Charlottesville were later involved in violence at far-right events in Florida and Tennessee. What intelligence was the FBI providing to state and local law enforcement officials through the FBI’s Joint Terrorism Task Force or other federal intelligence sharing systems? Why were so few federal arrests made? Building trust in victimized communities requires accountability from law enforcement.

2. Explore a Restorative Justice Approach to Hate Crimes

White supremacist terrorism and hate crimes victimize entire communities. Such crimes harm the larger society by creating heightened inter-community tensions, increased risk of civil disorder, psychological distress, and feelings of insecurity. Taking action to address these communal injuries and promote a tolerant and inclusive society are essential elements of a strategy to counter far-right violence. A purely penal approach to hate crimes and domestic terrorism does little to assuage the fear, anger, and social division that these crimes create.
Mounting evidence suggests that both victims and communities harmed by hate crimes prefer alternative approaches to incarceration for hate crime offenders. Some members of communities most often affected by hate crimes are critical of enhanced penalties, recognizing that hate crime prosecutions often target the lowest hanging fruit—with convictions often skewed against people of color, youth offenders, the mentally ill, and poor people. Instead, research suggests that victims overwhelmingly prefer educational programs and restorative approaches that challenge underlying prejudices and prevent similar attacks.

A restorative approach to justice focuses on accountability for healing the harm done to victims and communities as a result of criminal acts. It involves victims, offenders, and the community in search for solutions which promote repair, reconciliation, and reassurance. Restorative justice is a different model than punitive or rehabilitative justice, which primarily focus on the offender. A comprehensive restorative response to crime engages the community as a resource for reconciliation of victims and offenders. Restorative justice is a community-building response to a crime that facilitates healing and strengthens social cohesion.

There are many different restorative justice approaches, from victim-offender mediations, to family and community counseling, to truth and reconciliation commissions. Congress should study restorative justice approaches and develop a plan to fund and implement these methods when acts of far-right terrorism and hate crimes occur. Providing alternative restorative approaches for some offenses and offenders may significantly reduce the costs of pretrial detention, trial, and incarceration. One study on the economic benefits of restorative approaches in the U.K. estimated that a recommended pre-court restorative justice program would pay for itself within the first year, and would save the government one billion pounds over ten years.

Conclusion

The Justice Department’s failure to prioritize the white supremacist terrorism, hate violence, and police violence affecting these communities undermines the rule of law and threatens social cohesion, which ultimately undermines the nation’s security. Rethinking this problem requires that we reorient our security efforts and resources to reduce and protect all Americans from all forms of violence.
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